Disrupted cortico-ponto-cerebellar pathway in patients with hemimegalencephaly.
Cerebellar dysmaturation and injury is associated with a wide range of neuromotor, neurocognitive and behavioral disorders as well as with preterm birth. We used diffusion tensor MR imaging to investigate a disruption in structural cortico-ponto-cerebellar (CPC) connectivity in children with infantile-onset severe epilepsy. We performed CPC tract reconstructions in 24 hemimegalencephaly (HME) patients, 28 West syndrome (WS) of unknown etiology patients, and 25 pediatric disease control subjects without a history of epilepsy nor brain abnormality on MRI. To identify the CPC tract, we placed a seeding ROI separately in each right and left cerebral peduncle. We evaluated the distribution patterns of the CPC tracts to the cerebellum and their correlation with clinical findings. In control and WS of unknown etiology groups, both sides' CPC tracts descended to bilateral hemispheres in 20 (80.0%) and 21 (75.0%); mixed (bilateral on one side and unilateral on the other side) in five (20.0%) and five (17.9%); and unilateral in zero (0.0%) and two (7.1%), respectively. However, in the HME, both sides' CPC tracts descended to bilateral hemispheres in four (16.7%); mixed in 13 (54.1%); and unilateral in seven (29.2%). These CPC patterns differed significantly between the HME and other groups (p < 0.001). Among HME patients, those with a unilateral cerebellar distribution on both sides had significantly earlier seizure onset (p = 0.049) and more frequent seizures (p = 0.052) at a trend level compared to those with bilateral and mixed distributions. Disrupted CPC tracts were observed more frequently in HME patients than in WS of unknown etiology patients and controls, and they may be correlated with earlier seizure onset and more frequent seizures in HME patients. DTI is a useful and non-invasive method for speculating the pathology in the developing brain.